Chemical Engineering (ChE) is one of the engineering disciplines with the highest participation of women. This article describes the experiences of Black and White women in chemical engineering programs that stand out because they attract and retain women at higher rates than peer institutions. We use a mixed-methods approach, quantitatively describing the trajectories of Black and White students at three Selected and seven Other institutions using data from a large, multi-institution dataset and qualitatively describing the experiences of seven Black and nine White women through focus groups at those Selected institutions that were identified as “pockets of success” for women through the quantitative findings. We find that Black and White students have better outcomes at Selected institutions than at Other institutions; they are more likely to graduate within six years and more likely to remain in ChE. We find through focus groups that women are attracted to their institutions and departments due to institutional reputation and identify six reasons that these women stay in ChE at these institutions: Sisterhood, Real-World Experience, Real-World Examples, Faculty Caring, Sense of Accomplishment, and “I Got This Far.” We conclude that institutional reputation is a factor in students choosing the institution but that the elements of reputation are different at the Selected institutions. Persistence in ChE appears to be most highly associated with relatedness. This can manifest through relatedness with other students, faculty who care, and the larger professional community through real-world experiences and examples.
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This study presents a unique synthesized set of data for community college students entering the university with the intention of earning a degree in engineering. Several cohorts of longitudinal data were combined with transcript-level data from both the community college and the university to measure graduation rates in engineering. The emphasis of the study is to determine academic variables that had significant correlations with graduation in engineering, and levels of these academic variables. The article also examines the utility of data mining methods for understanding the academic variables related to achievement in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics. The practical purpose of each model is to develop a useful strategy for policy, based on success variables, that relates to the preparation and achievement of this important group of students as they move through the community college pathway.
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This paper presents a study of the relations between workload as measured by the lecturer, student grades on a final test and student satisfaction as measured in a course survey in a first year engineering course. The study covers 10 years, from 2004 to 2014, and grades/scores from 827 students. During this time the lectures were given by the same lecturer using the same textbook and the study only reports on the exam part of the course. The purpose of this study was to evaluate whether the general assumption of ‘more is better’ is valid for the relation between workload and the final results, i.e., grades and satisfaction. The workload was estimated by measuring the time it took the lecturer to solve the homework assignments and the student satisfaction was estimated by using results from annual student ratings made each year. The grades used were from the final exams only, not the final course grade. The results reveal that there are no relations between the workload, final exam grade and satisfaction, when compared two by two (workload vs. grade, workload vs. satisfaction and grade vs. satisfaction).
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The need for science and engineering workers has raised concerns regarding the persistence of undergraduate students in engineering. Since academic institutions ordinarily provide students with feedback on course performance through grades, understanding the role of course grades in influencing student major choice and major switching behavior is critical. This research...
identifies factors associated with switching majors within engineering, as well as how students’ expectations regarding future grades may influence major choice. The data include individual-level demographic characteristics and detailed transcript records from 27,065 students in the Multiple-Institution Database for Investigating Engineering Longitudinal Development (MIDFIELD). Logistic regression analysis on the likelihood of switching majors indicate that students who initially declare industrial or computer engineering are less likely than those who declare electrical or mechanical to switch majors. Scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Tests (SATs), as well as introductory course grades in Calculus and Physics are associated with the likelihood of changing majors.

Findings from the propensity score analysis show that students with higher grade point averages in introductory courses are more likely to stay in their intended engineering major if they expect to receive relatively higher grades in their intended major’s upper-division courses. Research findings have broad implications for academic institutions and how grading distributions and practices may be associated with students’ switching behavior and major choice in engineering.
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Christopher R. Dennison, Robert Butz, R. Shawn Fuhrer and Jason P. Carey 1476–1490 Comparison of Student Evaluation of Teaching Results when Stratified by Protocol, Course Content, and Course Structure

Focusing on the mechanical engineering undergraduate program at the University of Alberta, this study attempts to quantify biases in student evaluation of teaching (SET) results that could be attributed to SET protocol, course content, and course delivery mode. SET results were compiled for five academic years of paper-based SET evaluation and one semester of online SET evaluation. 20 core undergraduate courses were included; class size from 70–130; 35 professors. Statistical analysis included compilation of frequency histograms, determination of means and standard deviations, and rank-sum tests for significant differences based on aggregated data for several stratifications. Results showed significantly reduced response rate for online SET when compared to paper; ratings of professor evaluation were not different. No significant differences were found when results were compared on the basis of course content or delivery mode. Our aggregated data showed SET protocol lead to lower response rate, but not significant differences in instructor evaluation. Course content and delivery mode did not manifest in significant changes in SET results. Typical variability in instructor rating was 0.4/5.0 considering all data. Administrators and senior faculty should be aware of these results when ascertaining instructor performance. Although focused on one department, the study is a first step in a larger evaluation of SET in engineering. The results of this study identify key factors that must be further studied.
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Yuanyuan Zhou, Eunjoo Jung, Raymundu Arroyave, Miladin Radovic and Patrick Shamberger

This study investigated whether the inclusion of a student-centered research component in an introductory materials science course resulted in a larger knowledge gain relative to traditional pedagogies. The redesigned course was taught in five different sections, over three academic years, at one of the largest public universities, namely Texas A&M. Gains in conceptual understanding were quantified by comparing pre- and post-course completion Materials Concept Inventory (MCI) scores. Pre- and post-Pittsburgh Engineering Attitudes Scale—Revised (PEAS-R) was used to measure the impact of redesign course on student attitudes towards engineering. Additionally, a post-hoc survey was conducted to collect students’ opinions on research experiences at the end of the semester. Students in the redesigned class demonstrated higher knowledge gain on the MCI relative to traditional lectures, consistent with previous studies that examined the effect of in-class active learning pedagogies. The post hoc survey showed a positive response of the students’ with regards to improvements in their critical thinking, quality of learning, oral, written, and communication skills.
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Gülşen Gümüşburun Ayalp

Once student learning approaches have been identified, the instructor can remove or mitigate factors that encourage surface learning and develop their course to encourage deep learning. When instructors organize appropriate learning activities to ensure that students are engaged in active learning, civil engineering students are more likely to develop a deep approach toward learning. Therefore, identifying civil engineering students’ learning approaches is an important factor in their academic success. The present study examined the learning approaches of civil engineering students in three universities in Turkey and the extent to which their learning approaches were related to gender, age, type of university, year of study, and construction management course success. Data were collected from civil engineering students in undergraduate programs at three different universities using the Revised Two-Factor Study Process Questionnaire (R-SQP2-F). The questionnaire was directly administered to students, and 174 participants responded to the survey. The study findings revealed weak correlations of learning approaches with age and year of education, and moderate correlations between learning approaches and construction management success.
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Willem van Nickerk and Elsa Mentz

Engineering science courses, such as Thermodynamics, are often seen as difficult, and students have difficulty understanding the concepts and solving the problems. In an effort to improve the situation, we developed a well-structured, cooperative teaching-learning strategy, Cooperative Pair Problem Solving (CPPS), suitable for large groups (more than one hundred students) for implementation during tutorial sessions. CPPS will be of interest to educators already making use of tutorial sessions where students solve problems under the guidance of the lecturer and/or assistants. For educators expecting students to solve problems on their own, as homework, CPPS presents a viable alternative strategy to harness the proven advantages of Cooperative Learning. This article describes the procedure we followed with the implementation of CPPS during the tutorials. It further reports on the extent to which we were able to structure the five elements of CL and the effect this had on the tutorials. The study was performed at two universities in South Africa. The population comprised the second-year engineering students taking their first course in Thermodynamics—in total, approximately 400 students in three groups. The students and assistants completed questionnaires and two observers were asked to attend tutorials and report on their observations. There was almost universal agreement that CPPS led to effective cooperation between the students. From the questionnaires, it was clear that positive interdependence was sufficiently structured into the procedure. The majority of students engaged in promotive interaction and took responsibility to complete the task. The students possessed sufficient social skills to work effectively together, and group processing was effectuated by letting the groups take their own work. It was found that an effective group formation procedure was successful implementation of CPPS otherwise students tend to sit with friends, and positive interdependence and promotive interaction suffer. Although CPPS was developed in a Thermodynamics environment, we are convinced that it can also be implemented successfully in other engineering science and even pure science courses where instructors want to implement CL during problem solving tutorials.
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The main objective of this paper is to introduce a new transdisciplinary collaborative research process model to develop collective intelligence through input from research teams as well as academic and non-academic experts. The paper discusses the need for new types of collaboration to solve complex problems and reviews the development of transdisciplinary approaches and collective intelligence. The paper proposes a transdisciplinary collaborative research process composed of three parts: (1) team building and collaborative problem understanding; (2) development of collective intelligence through interpretive structural modeling to classify the problem factors according to driving power and dependence, and (3) use of design structure matrices for transdisciplinary assessment and knowledge integration to form project teams. The proposed process model is illustrated through an example of a rural eco-village system of systems (SoS) drawn from the context of a senior capstone design course.
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Much of the existing research on engineering students’ conceptual understanding focuses on identifying difficult concepts in specific courses and curricula. Although there are a great number of findings from which engineering educators may be able to draw, few are directly transferable from their original context and few inform instructors about how to improve learning. This paper seeks to fill the gap by investigating conceptual understanding across four engineering disciplines. Specifically, the present study seeks to answer the following overarching research question: What are the patterns in engineering students’ conceptual understanding across four engineering content areas? We used an expanded secondary qualitative data analysis to examine over 250 interviews with engineering students that were initially conducted to understand students’ conceptual understanding in different disciplines of engineering. The engineering topics represented in the data set included mechanics of materials, transportation engineering, fluid mechanics, and digital logic. Two themes emerged from our analysis that apply to students’ understanding across four diverse content areas within engineering: (1) students inappropriately group dissimilar phenomena, processes, or features, and (2) students reason using simplified causal relationships. These themes lend themselves to suggestions for instructional practice across disciplines and for future research areas.
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Iiris Attorps, Sören Hector and Mirko Radic

Creating the Patterns of Variation with GeoGebra when Teaching Derivative Graphs for First Year Engineering Students

The present study investigates how technology assisted and designed teaching influences engineering students’ understanding of the connection between the graph of a function and its derivatives. An engineering student group \((n = 27)\) was taught with the assistance of GeoGebra while a control group \((n = 20)\) was taught in a traditional way. The data of the study consist of the documents and photos of the observation of two lectures and the students’ answers to the pre and post tests. In our theoretical framework we discuss the distinction between conceptual and procedural knowledge. When creating the teaching sequences we applied variation theory. In the analysis of the students’ pre and post tests results we applied statistical methods. Our experiment revealed that the GeoGebra-assisted teaching design created more opportunities for students to grasp the connection between a function and its derivatives.
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Reuven Katz

1613–1621 Integrated Thinking in Mechanical Engineering Education

Mechanical engineering (ME) departments in research universities face the challenge of educating mechanical engineers who will graduate with a balanced knowledge in engineering science and mechanical design. The source of this challenge is the inherent difference between teaching analytical thinking, which is required for most engineering-science courses, and design thinking, which is required for project-based design courses. The purpose of this paper is first to propose a new approach that can potentially bridge the educational gap between analytical and design thinking, which we refer to as integrated thinking. Second, we show how it can be applied to various ME undergraduate courses, which we refer to as integrated courses. Our approach reforms science engineering courses by (a) stressing the physical interpretation of mathematical derivations; (b) requiring students to analyze, design, and sketch simple mechanical devices based on the learned theoretical material; and (c) modifying project-based design courses to emphasize the importance of analysis as part of the creative design process. A pilot course focusing on dynamics and vibration which we called Integrated Design and Analysis, was offered in the ME department at the Technion, where it was well-attended by senior ME students. The positive feedback of the students who took the course suggests that integrated thinking might be successfully applied in many areas of ME education, such as fluid mechanics and heat transfer, control, and mechatronics, and that our approach may contribute to changing the current divided pattern in ME education.

**Keywords:** design education; design thinking; integrated thinking

Francisco D. Guillén-Gámez, Iván García-Magarilío, Javier Bravo and Inmaculada Plaza

1622–1628 Exploring the Influence of Facial Verification Software on Student Academic Performance in Online Learning Environments

In spite of the advances in technology in the e-learning field during the last decades, there is still a gap of software and tools that actually improve the assessment of this kind of education by preventing students from cheating when they perform their activities online. Currently, most learning management systems do not offer enough tools or characteristics to check that students are who they assure when they carry out their exercises or online tests. Facial verification software can be considered an interesting tool to answer this need. This facial software helps to verify the identity of the students when they perform their activities, with the intention of confirming whether they are who they claim to be. However, its use could modify the academic results of the students due to psychological factors (e.g., they could feel spied, ashamed or too controlled). The aim of this article is to investigate whether the utilization of facial verification software can modify the academic performance of students in their online activities. In this work, the grades of 70 master students were analyzed and the conclusions pointed out that the academic performance obtained by the students is similar for both groups: those who have used facial authentication and those who did not use it.
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E. Pan, J. Chiù, K. Inkelas, G. Garner, S. Russell and E. Berger

1629–1644 Affordances and Constraints of Physical and Virtual Manipulatives for Learning Dynamics

This study investigated the affordances and constraints of dynamic physical and virtual models integrated into a dynamics course. Students in a dynamics course were assigned to one of three groups: traditional instruction, traditional plus physical manipulatives, and traditional plus virtual manipulatives. Using observations of problem solving sessions, student questionnaires, and pretest/posttest written assessments we triangulated affordances of physical and virtual manipulatives for learning dynamics. Key affordances of the manipulatives included direct experience of motion of the mechanism, the ability for students to test or verify posttest written assessments we triangulated affordances of physical and virtual manipulatives for learning dynamics. Results suggest that adding physical and virtual manipulatives to traditional instruction in dynamics may help students better reason about mechanical systems than with lecture and problem solving using static diagrams alone. By exploring how different manipulatives can help students understand dynamic systems, this study contributes to the larger body of research on helping students develop mechanical reasoning in engineering.

**Keywords:** dynamics; manipulatives; affordances
Nowadays, university students have grown up surrounded by Web 2.0 technologies, which they are able to use with ease. These technologies provide an opportunity to improve the learning/teaching process through collaboration, the exchange of knowledge and above all, the motivation created by the use of these technologies that are generally utilised by students in their day-to-day social life.

The integration of Web 2.0 technologies into the learning/teaching process must be addressed in a critical way, taking into account the objectives to be achieved and the type of teaching to be undertaken. Teachers can find a wide range of available Web 2.0 technologies and it is often difficult for them to decide which type is the best one for their needs. This paper proposes a methodology based on software engineering methods and designed for software selection that provides recommendations to evaluate the function and options of Web 2.0 technologies according to the specific needs and characteristics of the subject to be taught and the types of students involved in higher education.

The methodology consists of a formal guide to aid teachers when they need to select and put Web 2.0 technologies into practice in a learning/teaching process. In order to offer a practical demonstration of the application of this methodology, the experiences of various teachers in engineering degrees are described.

Keywords: engineering education; Web 2.0; selection methodology; case study; learning and teaching process

Dragana Nikolic, Sanghoon Lee, Sarah 1661–1677 Integrating Simulation Games into Construction Curricula—The VCS3
E. Zappe and John I. Messner Case Study

In recent years, in response to higher construction industry standards for project design and delivery under budget, time and safety constraints, technological advances have dramatically changed how design and construction information is represented and managed. To prepare students to respond to these new industry demands approaches to teaching dynamic construction planning and management practices are changing. As a result, simulation games are gaining interest as an approach to providing students with learning experiences better aligned with complex problems in the areas of construction bidding, planning and management. However, while the use of simulation games in teaching construction shows some promising results, it remains sporadic due to high development costs, implementation challenges, and uncertainty of their effectiveness as learning tools. To address this gap, we developed and evaluated a free and open-source construction management game—the Virtual Construction Simulator (VCS)—that involves teaching a more holistic decision making process to planning and managing construction projects. This paper discusses the learning objectives that guided VCS development, implementation and assessment, and concludes with recommendations for its broader implementation and future research.
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Houcine Hassan, Juan M. Martinez and Carlos Dominguez 1678–1687 m-IC: A Mobile Device based Multimedia Learning Methodology for Industrial Computing

To ensure the success of mobile learning, the use of an appropriate methodology to design and implement mobile device based on educational tools is a key issue. Industrial Computing (IC) subject is a third year compulsory subject of Industrial Electronic and Automation Engineering degree, which instructs students in the design and validation of Industrial Computing Systems (ICS) to control medium size industrial processes. IC is organized through a Problem Based Learning (PBL) methodology to carry out the implementation of ICS. In a traditional IC class, students had overheads to follow teacher’s demonstrations. Students did not complete project implementation because they were unable to follow part of the explanations, and hence they get unmotivated. To solve this problem, an IC mobile device based multimedia teaching methodology, namely m-IC is developed. m-IC allows integration of lecture videos, problems, laboratories and development demonstrations of ICS projects. In this way, m-IC allows students autonomously plan their formation process and receive teacher guidance using a mobile phone. Moreover, smartphones availability makes these devices good candidates to learn IC. To show how students interact with m-IC, a smartphone application is detailed. The successful evaluation of m-IC by around 800 students during four years is presented.
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Avinoam Trimerman, Yale T. Herer and Avraham Shlub 1688–1700 Teaching Supply Chain Management to Industrial Engineering Students: Mixed vs. Pure Approaches in Simulation Based Training

We investigate two approaches incorporating two types of intragroup interaction (cooperative and competitive) using simulation based training (SBT) with teams—a pure and a mixed approach—within the supply chain management domain. SBT commonly refers to the use of simulation in the context of education. We examine how a combination of these two interaction types would work in situations wherein both are used in succession. Our purpose is to improve teaching and establish better ways to educate industrial engineering students using SBT. The first hypothesis is that from a pedagogical perspective, it is more effective to use a mixed approach for intragroup interaction when using SBT techniques for engineering education than a pure approach. The second hypothesis is that when using a mixed approach, the order of the two interaction types affects the learning outcomes. The study examined the effects of a new advanced SBT computerised simulation environment on two classes of freshman undergraduates in an Industrial Engineering program in a premier technical university. Each student completed four exercises, of which the first and last were individual tasks and the middle two were done by teams of two students. The students’ performance was statistically analyzed. The results, rendered as guidelines on how to use SBT for team training, indicate that when teaching using SBT, a mixed approach for intragroup interaction is better than a pure approach. Moreover, if a mixed approach is used, the order is significant. In particular, we found that it is preferable to start with competitive interaction and then move to cooperative interaction. Our findings suggest that at the training stage, it is better to train teams using both types of intragroup interaction, starting with a competitive interaction followed by a cooperative one.
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Glaucio Barbosa Da Silva, Helder Gomes 1701–1710 Entrepreneurship in Engineering Education: A Literature Review
Costa and Marta Duarte De Barros

The main purpose of this paper is to present a literature review of Entrepreneurship Education in engineering courses. From an initial search in Scopus, 16,835 documents were collected. This search was enhanced by applying filters to the documents. Conducting a new research with the keywords Entrepreneurship and Education, and restricting to articles in journals and the engineering field, 74 articles were selected and mapped by a Webblimming model. A few research studies have examined the practices and beliefs in entrepreneurship education. Thus, this paper consolidates concepts from literature to help understand, develop and drive models of the entrepreneurship education in engineering. Based on the literature review, this paper provides a useful core of references that includes the oldest, the newest and the highest citations of Entrepreneurship Education in engineering.
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Amparo Verdú Vázquez, Cristina 1711–1721 Impact of the Economic Crisis and the Implementation of the EHEA on
After five years since the introduction of the European Higher Education Area (EHEA) in Spain, it is time to examine its achievements. This study focuses on technical architectural studies and its transformation into a Bachelor’s degree in Building. The analysis takes into account key issues such as the reduction in the number of new students due to the crisis in the Spanish construction sector that started in 2008. This paper presents a study of the impact of the Bologna Process on the abovementioned bachelor’s degree programme from the point of view of the first-year subject of Descriptive Geometry. The methodology is based on time series analysis and correlation parameters of data collected between 2005 and 2014. The results, on one hand, show high correlations (0.94–0.98) between the decrease in the number of students enrolled and some construction sector economic variables, such as construction employment. However, according to surveys, the vocations are still the main reason of career choice. On the other hand, they also show that the four-month period division of the subject established in the new bachelor programme has improved students’ academic performance. This is clearly shown in the range of students with marks over 7 out of 10. In conclusion, the Bologna Process has led to an improvement in the academic performance of first-year students and the development of highly motivated and engaged learners in the new Bachelor’s degree in Building programme. In contrast, it is shown that the implementation of the EHEA will not reduce the number of years spent by students in their studies nor decrease the rate of students who drop out.
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